
The linear quasi-geostrophic propagation of
steady planetary waves, forced in the tropo-
sphere, was shown to be analogous to the prop-
agation of light,with a “refractive index” that
depends on the mean zonal flow and vertical
stratification. Trapping of tropospheric waves
atthe solstices but not the equinoxes was there-
by predicted. Also, a weakly nonlinear theory
gave what is now known as a nonacceleration
theorem, whereby the eddy stress ofthe waves
vanishes and so the waves do not accelerate
the mean zonal flow. [The Sd® indicates that
this paper has been cited in over 355 publica-
tions.1
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I was offered a research associateship
by Juk G. Charney when both the theory
of geophysical fluid dynamics and theob-
servation of the upper atmosphere by
rockets were new. He displayed his char-
acteristic great intuition of what prob-
lems in meteorology were important and
deep insight into their solution. He sug-
gested that we study planetary-wave
propagation from the lower into the up-
per atmosphere. C.O. Hines1 had re-
cently demonstrated such propagation of
internal gravity waves. Charney won-
dered how themore energetic planetary
waves influenced the stratosphere. He
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had in mind theprevailing theory where-
by shock waves from the sun intensely
heat the less dense chromosphere.

To the first approximation Charney had
all the ideas and I did all the work. Yet
this does justice to neither of us. He did
some of the tedious linear algebra and
gave me heart to do more. I, coming fresh
from a course on quantum mechanics,
appreciated thesignificance of reflection
and transmission of waves and the JWKB
approximation, as I had worked on
mountain waves. Perhaps the visit of A.
Eliassen to the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (in the spring of 1961, I think)
gave impetus to our nonlinear theory.
Eliassen must have been thinking then of
transfer ofenergy by steady internal grav-
ity waves.2

Charney was charming and infuriatin&
kind and unreliable, warm and egotistic,
generous and vain, hospitable and incon-
sistent. As a young bachelor, I was con-
tented enough to work intensely at irreg-
ular hours, but I was amazed at working
to meet thedeadline of a desirable con-
ference, and at his writing an abstract of
results before they were established
firmly. He also seemed slack in his stan-
dards of oral and written presentation.
But these adverse feelings are transcend-
ed by my good fortune to be one of the
many young scientists whom Jule be-
friended and encouraged at the begin.
ning of their careers.

Our work has been often cited surely
because it is fundamental to the dynam-
ics of the stratosphere. This idea is sup-
ported by J.R. Holton’s book

3 on theup-
per atmosphere and the paper of D.C.
Andrews and M.E. Mcintyre4 on nonlin-
ear waves. They also describe many im~
plications and modern developments of
our work. This may be amplified in the
forthcoming book5 on Charney’s work.
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